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V751-XF

V751-LF

V751-XK

V751-LK

Product Data Sheet
V751-X Cross Tops (Pair)
V751-L Levers (Pair)
V751-X Cross Tops (Pair), V751-L Levers (Pair)
V751-LL Lathe Levers (Pair), V751-LW Lathe Hand Wheels 

V751-XF V751-XK

V751-LF V751-LK

V751-LL V751-LW

(Pair)



Adjustment

 1. LF, LK, LL, XF, XK controls feature “infinite adjustment”.

 2. Align handle option (A) at any desired angle.

 3. Push handle option (A) on to the male taper of spindle (B).

 4. Lock in to desired position using screw (C) & washer (D).



Fitting Instructions
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1. Screw handle (A) onto spindle (B) using screw (C) and washer (D).

2. Push indice (E) into the handle option (A) to conceal the fixing.

3. The octagonal nut (F) can be rotated to the desired angle.

Note: The taper on the spindle (B) will lock in to the female taper in the 
handle option (A).

To remove the handle option (A) remove the screw (C) and washer (D). 
The handle option (A) has an M5 thread through its central fixing hole, by 
screwing an M5 screw in to this it will push the handle option (A) and the 
spindle (B) apart. 

Control Assembly Instructions - LF, LK, XF & XK

 1. Screw handle (A) onto spindle (B) using screw (C) and washer (D).

 2. Push indice (E) into the handle option (A) to conceal the fixing. 

 3. The octagonal nut (F) can be rotated to the desired angle.



Fitting Instruction - Step 1:

1.  Secure stem (A) onto spindle (B) using screw 
(C) and washer (D).

2.  Make note of the position of (hole A) for 
Step 2.

Note: The taper on the spindle (B) will lock into 
the female taper in the stem (A)

Fitting Instruction - Step 2:

3.  Push lever assembly (E) onto stem (A), ensuring HOLE A & HOLE B are in 
alignment.

4. Secure lever assembly (E) using screw (F) and washer (D) .

5. Push indice (G) into the lever assembly (E) as shown, to conceal the fixing.

To remove the lever assembly (E), remove indice (G), screw (F) and washer 
(D). Lever assembly will then lift off, exposing the stem (A).

To remove the stem (A), remove screw (C) and washer (D). There is then an M5 
thread through the central fixing hole on the stem (A). By screwing an M5 screw 
into this, it will push the stem (A) and spindle (B) apart.

Note: The taper on the spindle (B) will lock in to the female taper in the 
handle option (A).

To remove the handle option  (A) remove the screw (C) and washer (D).
The handle option (A) has an M5 thread through  its central fixing hole, by 
screwing an M5 screw in to this it will push the handle option (A) and the 
spindle (B) apart.



Fitting Instruction - Step 1:

1.  Secure stem (A) onto spindle (B) using screw 
(C) and washer (D).

2.  Make note of the position of (hole A) for 
Step 2.

Note: The taper on the spindle (B) will lock into 
the female taper in the stem (A)

Fitting Instruction - Step 2:

3.  Push lever assembly (E) onto stem (A), ensuring HOLE A & HOLE B are in 
alignment.

4. Secure lever assembly (E) using screw (F) and washer (D) .

5. Push indice (G) into the lever assembly (E) as shown, to conceal the fixing.

To remove the lever assembly (E), remove indice (G), screw (F) and washer 
(D). Lever assembly will then lift off, exposing the stem (A).

To remove the stem (A), remove screw (C) and washer (D). There is then an M5 
thread through the central fixing hole on the stem (A). By screwing an M5 screw 
into this, it will push the stem (A) and spindle (B) apart.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Control Assembly Instructions - LL



Fitting Instruction:

1.  Remove tapered spindle (B) and discard. 
This component is not required with the hand 
wheel (E) control option.

2.  Replace taper spindle (B) with splined 
spindle (A) as shown.

3.  Secure splined spindle (A) to the cartridge, 
using Screw (D) and washer (C).

Alignment:

1.  Rotate hand wheel (E) to desired position.

2.  Once Aligned, push hand wheel (E) onto spined spindle (A) and secure us-
ing set screw (F).
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Control Assembly Instructions - LW



Fitting Instruction:

1.  Remove tapered spindle (B) and discard. 
This component is not required with the hand 
wheel (E) control option.

2.  Replace taper spindle (B) with splined 
spindle (A) as shown.

3.  Secure splined spindle (A) to the cartridge, 
using Screw (D) and washer (C).

Alignment:

1.  Rotate hand wheel (E) to desired position.

2.  Once Aligned, push hand wheel (E) onto spined spindle (A) and secure us-
ing set screw (F).
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